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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the filed of mo-
bile communications technologies, and in particular to a
method, a base station, and a user equipment for feeding
back ACK/NACK information for carrier aggregation.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In the hybrid automatic repeat request (Hybrid
Automatic Repeat Request, HARQ) technology, a data
receiver needs to feed back acknowledgement/negative-
acknowledgement (Acknowledgement/Negative-ac-
knowledgement, ACK/NACK) information to a data send-
er to help to determine whether data is correctly received.
In an uplink direction of a 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3rd Generation Partnership Project, 3GPP)
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (Evolved
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access, E-UTRA) system, a
user equipment feeds back ACK/NACK information
about downlink data reception to a base station through
a physical uplink control channel (Physical Uplink Control
Channel, PUCCH). The 3GPP E-UTRA system is also
known as a Long Term Evolution (Long Term Evolution,
LTE) system. In the following description, the PUCCH
channel used by the user equipment to feed back
ACK/NACK information about downlink data reception
to the base station is referred to as an uplink ACK chan-
nel.
[0003] In the LTE system, the feedback of the
ACK/NACK information may be controlled through down-
link control information (Downlink Control Information,
DCI). The DCI is used to indicate scheduling information
transmitted over a PDSCH and is transmitted over a
physical downlink control channel (Physical Downlink
Control Channel, PDCCH) corresponding to the physical
downlink shared channel (Physical Downlink Shared
Channel, PDSCH) indicated by the DCI. The DCI in-
cludes a transmission power control (Transmission Pow-
er Control, TPC) command field, which is used to adjust
transmission power of the uplink ACK channel to send
the ACK/NACK information. The TPC command field is
generally 2 bits long. Particularly, in an LTE time division
duplex (Time Division Duplex, TDD) system, one user
equipment may feed back ACK/NACK information cor-
responding to PDSCH data transmission of multiple
downlink sub frames in one uplink subframe. Specifically,
the LTE TDD system supports two ACK/NACK informa-
tion feedback modes, which are an ACK/NACK multi-
plexing mode (ACK/NACK Multiplexing Mode) and an
ACK/NACK bundling mode (ACK/NACK Bundling Mode)
respectively. In the ACK/NACK multiplexing mode, uplink
ACK/NACK information corresponding to each PDSCH
data transmission is fed back to the base station inde-
pendently. In the ACK/NACK bundling mode, uplink
ACK/NACK information corresponding to multiple times

of PDSCH data transmission is fed back to the base sta-
tion together after a logic AND operation. To support the
ACK/NACK bundling mode, a 2-bit downlink assignment
index (Downlink Assignment Index, DAI) command field
is introduced in the DCI and is used to indicate the number
of PDCCHs that carry the DCI.
[0004] In an LTE-Advanced (LTE-Advanced, LTE-A)
system, a carrier aggregation technology is chosen to
support wider bandwidth so as to meet requirements of
the International Telecommunication Union (Internation-
al Telecommunication Union, ITU) on a peak data rate
of the 4th generation communications technology. In the
carrier aggregation technology, the spectrums of two or
more component carriers are aggregated together to get
wider transmission bandwidth, and every component
carrier has an independent HARQ process. An LTE-A
user equipment may be configured with different num-
bers of uplink and downlink component carriers. When
the LTE-A user equipment accesses multiple downlink
component carriers simultaneously, ACK/NACK infor-
mation corresponding to the data transmission over PD-
SCH of every downlink component carrier is fed back
over the uplink ACK channel. When the ACK/NACK in-
formation corresponding to the data transmission of mul-
tiple downlink component carriers needs to be fed back
over a same uplink component carrier, a problem of feed-
ing back the ACK/NACK information corresponding to
the data transmission of multiple downlink component
carriers over the same uplink component carrier needs
to be solved.
[0005] With reference to the LTE TDD system, in the
LTE-A system, when a user equipment is configured with
multiple downlink component carriers to receive data,
feedback of the uplink ACK/NACK information corre-
sponding to the data transmission of the multiple down-
link component carriers may also adopt the ACK/NACK
multiplexing mode or ACK/NACK bundling mode. Like-
wise, the DCI information may be adopted to control the
feedback of ACK/NACK information. For example, a TPC
command field is used to control the transmission power
of an uplink component carrier and a DAI command field
is used to support the ACK/NACK bundling mode.
[0006] Particularly, in a carrier aggregation LTE-A sys-
tem, considering the relatively small number of users si-
multaneously scheduled over multiple downlink compo-
nent carriers, the uplink ACK channel assignment for the
user equipment may be notified by the base station
through explicit signaling. One manner is that the base
station directly notifies the assigned uplink ACK channel
resources through high-level signaling. To increase the
statistical multiplexing probability of uplink ACK channels
of different user equipment, another manner is that the
base station assigns a group of ACK channel resources
to the user equipment through high-level signaling and
adds an ACK resource indication (ACK Resource Indi-
cation, ARI) command field to the DCI information carried
by the PDCCH to further indicate which one of the group
of high-level assigned uplink ACK channel resources is
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used currently. The ARI command field does not exist in
the LTE system and needs to be introduced additionally
in the LTE-A system. The number of bits depends on the
number of the high-level assigned uplink ACK channel
resources, and generally 2 bits are considered enough.
[0007] In the carrier aggregation LTE-A system, to
solve the problem of feeding back ACK/NACK informa-
tion corresponding to the data transmission of multiple
downlink component carriers over the same uplink com-
ponent carrier, it may be necessary to introduce a DAI
command field and/or an ARI command field on the basis
of the DCI in the LTE system. Therefore, an ACK/NACK
information feedback solution that is backward compat-
ible with the LTE system needs to be provided.
[0008] 3GPP DRAFT; R1-082002 (XP-5011 0349) dis-
closes details of ACK/NACK bundling for TDD.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, a base station, and a user equipment for feed-
ing back ACK/NACK information for carrier aggregation,
which realize the ACK/NACK information feedback that
is backward compatible with an LTE system in carrier
aggregation.
[0010] The present invention is defined by the append-
ed claims.
[0011] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for feeding back ACK/NACK information
for carrier aggregation, including:

configuring a transmission power control (TPC) com-
mand field in Downlink Control Information (DCI) as
at least one type of command field of at least two
types of command fields related to ACK/NACK feed-
back, wherein the at least two types of command
fields comprise a TPC command field and an ACK
resource indication (ARI) command field; and
sending the DCI to a user equipment.

[0012] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for feeding back ACK/NACK informa-
tion for carrier aggregation, including:

receiving downlink control information (DCI) that is
sent by a base station and transmitted by a downlink
component carrier; and
feeding back ACK/NACK information according to a
transmission power control (TPC) command field in
the DCI, wherein the TPC command field is config-
ured as at least one type of command field of at least
two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback, where the at least two types of command
fields comprise a TPC command field and an ACK
resource indication (ARI) command filed.

[0013] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a base station, including:

a configuring module, configured to configure a
transmission power control (TPC) field in downlink
control information (DCI) as at least one type of com-
mand field of at least two types of command fields
related to Acknowledgement/Negative-acknowl-
edgement (ACK/NACK) feedback, wherein the at
least two types of command fields comprise a TPC
command field and an ACK resource indication, ARI,
command filed; and
a sending module, configured to send the DCI to a
user equipment. An embodiment of the present in-
vention provides a user equipment, including:
a receiving module, configured to receive downlink
control information (DCI) that is sent by a base sta-
tion and transmitted by a downlink component car-
rier; and a feedback module, configured to feed back
Acknowledgement/Negative-acknowledgement
(ACK/NACK) information according to a transmis-
sion power control (TPC) field in the DCI, wherein
the TPC command field is configured as at least one
type of command field of at least two types of com-
mand fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, where
the at least two types of command fields comprise a
TPC command field and an ACK resource indication,
ARI, command filed.

[0014] It can be known from the foregoing technical
solutions that, in the embodiments of the present inven-
tion, a common field that can be configured as at least
two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK feed-
back is preset in the DCI, so the common field may be
configured as different command fields so as to be dif-
ferent required command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback for LTE-A carrier aggregation, which realizes
the ACK/NACK information feedback that is backward
compatible with an LTE system in carrier aggregation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] To explain the technical solutions in the embod-
iments of the present invention more clearly, accompa-
nying drawings required in the description of the embod-
iments are briefly introduced below. Apparently, the ac-
companying drawings to be described in the following
are only some embodiments of the present invention.
Those of ordinary skill in the art may also derive other
drawings from these accompanying drawings without
creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic composition diagram of a sys-
tem-linked downlink component carrier according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of adopted uplink and
downlink component carriers according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
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ing to a second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
ing to a third embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5a is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
ing to a third embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart of a method accord-
ing to a fifth embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a base
station according to a sixth embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a user
equipment according to a seventh embodiment of
the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0016] To make the purpose, technical solutions and
benefits in the embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the technical solutions in the embodiments of the
present invention are described below in detail with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawing in the embodiments
of the present invention. Apparently, the described em-
bodiments herein are only part of rather than all embod-
iments of the present invention. Based on the embodi-
ments of the present invention, all other embodiments
derived by those of ordinary skill in the art without creative
efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention.
[0017] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to a first embodiment of the present invention,
including:
Step 11: A base station configures a common field preset
in DCI as at least one type of command field related to
ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, where the com-
mon field can be configured as the command fields re-
lated to ACK/NACK feedback.
[0018] The at least two types of command fields related
to ACK/NACK feedback include at least a DAI command
field and/or an ARI command field. In addition, the at
least two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback may further include a TPC command field or
other command fields that the DCI may have, such as a
carrier indication command field and a redundant version
command field.
[0019] In different scenarios, the common field may be
configured as different command fields. The different
scenarios may be different feedback modes. For exam-
ple, when the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK infor-
mation is a bundling feedback mode, the common field
is configured as the DAI command field; when the feed-
back mode of the ACK/NACK information is a multiplex-
ing feedback mode, the common field is configured as
the ARI command field. The different scenarios may also
be different types of downlink component carriers. For
example, the common field in the DCI transmitted over

a system-linked downlink component carrier is config-
ured as the TPC command field; and the common field
in the DCI transmitted over a non-system-linked downlink
component carrier is configured as the ARI command
field and/or the DAI command field. For the specific def-
initions of the system-linked downlink component carrier
and non system-linked downlink component carrier, ref-
erence may be made to the following description.
[0020] Specifically, at one moment, the common field
in the DCI transmitted over every downlink component
carrier is respectively configured as a specific command
field. The common field transmitted by every downlink
component carrier may be configured as a same com-
mand field; or the common field transmitted by the sys-
tem-linked downlink component carrier and the common
field transmitted by the non system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier may be configured as different command
fields respectively.
[0021] Step 12: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0022] Specifically, through the foregoing flexible con-
figuration of the common field, the DCI may have different
control command fields related to ACK/NACK informa-
tion feedback. Therefore, the user equipment may parse
the DCI to obtain the related control command field so
as to realize the feedback of ACK/NACK information for
carrier aggregation.
[0023] Further, before step 11, the method may include
that: the base station sets the common filed in the DCI,
which realizes the flexible configuration of the common
field.
[0024] In the embodiment of the present invention, a
public field is set in the DCI and the public field may be
configured as different command fields in different sce-
narios. Therefore, from the perspective of effectiveness,
the common field is equivalent to the sum of command
fields that the common field may be configured as, which
realizes the representation of more command fields by
using a smaller number of bits, and reduces bit overheads
and the complexity of design and implementation. There-
fore, the number of bits of the DCI information in an LTE-
A system is kept consistent with that in an LTE system
as much as possible, which realizes compatibility with
the LTE system, so that most design in the LTE system
is passed down to the LTE-A system.
[0025] In a carrier aggregation LTE-A system, it may
be necessary to add an ARI command field; in an FDD
system, an additional DAI command field may be re-
quired further. If the command fields are added independ-
ently, and in an example in which the ARI command field
and the DAI command field are both 2 bits long, 4 more
bits are occupied by the DCI information in the FDD sys-
tem. This is not good for the compatibility with the LTE
system and what’s more, increases the bit overheads
and the complexity of design and implementation. For
example, more bits occupied by the DCI information com-
plicate the design of blind detection. Therefore, in the
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embodiment of the present invention, a common field is
set in the DCI. The command filed represented by the
common field is not fixedly configured but may be con-
figured as the DAI command field, or the ARI command
field, or the TPC command field, or other command fields
according to different scenarios. Therefore, one filed has
the meanings of multiple command fields, which realized
that the required multiple command fields are represent-
ed by fewer fields so that the bit overheads and the com-
plexity of design and implementation is reduced.
[0026] In a specific embodiment, the common field may
be set in a manner of adding bits in the DCI. For example,
a 2-bit field is added as the common field, and, according
to different scenarios, the common field may be config-
ured as the DAI command field or ARI command field.
Compared with the conventional manner where the DAI
command field and the ARI command field need to be
added, the manner in the embodiment of the present in-
vention occupies fewer bits. That is, in the embodiment
of the present invention, only 2 bits need to be added,
while 4 bits need to be added in the conventional mode.
[0027] Although the manner of adding a new common
field has advantages over the prior art, the manner of
adding the new common field still adds to the bits of the
DCI. For compatibility with the prior art, a more preferable
manner is to make full use of the existing command fields
in the DCI to set a common field without increasing the
bits occupied by the DCI.
[0028] To keep compatibility with the LTE system, the
command fields in the DCI of the LTE system, such as
the TPC command field, modulation and coding scheme
command field, new data indication command field, and
redundant version command field, are passed down to
the DCI of the LTE-A system. In addition, to support some
LTE-A specific functions, some special command fields
are added for the LTE-A user equipment, for example, a
carrier indication command field used to support cross-
carrier scheduling of PDSCH transmission by a PDCCH.
[0029] One or more of the foregoing LTE-A command
fields may be used as the common field. For example,
the DCI information of an LTE-A user equipment that
supports cross-carrier scheduling of a PDSCH by a PD-
CCH includes a 3-bit carrier indication command field;
when the number of aggregated carriers of the user
equipment is small, the 3-bit carrier indication command
field has some redundant bits or redundant states. The
3 bits may be used as a common field, and the redundant
bits or redundant states may be used to transmit the car-
rier indication command field, and/or the ARI command
field, and/or the DAI command field simultaneously. For
another example, the redundant version command field
is used to indicate the redundant version of the current
PDSCH transmission in a physical layer HARQ process,
and the 2 bits corresponding of the redundant version
command field may be used as the common field. For
an initial PDSCH transmission, the common field is used
as the ARI command field and a preset default redundant
version is used. For a PDSCH retransmission, the com-

mon field is used as the redundant version command
field and the same uplink ACK channel as that for the
initial transmission is assigned for the retransmission.
However, no matter whether the common field is de-
signed based on the existing carrier indication command
field or redundant version command field, a great loss of
scheduling flexibility is brought.
[0030] During the implementation of the present inven-
tion, the inventor finds that, in the case of one user equip-
ment, for a PDSCH transmitted over a downlink compo-
nent carrier that are configured to feed back ACK/NACK
information over the same uplink component carrier, the
DCI that carries scheduling information of the PDSCH
has the same TPC command field at a same moment.
This is because the TPC command fields are all used to
control the transmission power of the uplink ACK channel
on a same uplink component carrier. Because the TPC
command field included in each DCI is the same, the
TPC command field is redundant to the system, so the
TPC command field may be fully utilized and configured
as a common field. According to whether the common
field is carried in the DCI of a system-linked downlink
component carrier, the common field that replaces the
original TPC command field may be configured as a TPC
command field, a DAI command field and/or an ARI com-
mand field.
[0031] In the LTE system, the uplink ACK channel may
be mapped implicitly from a PDCCH that carries the DCI.
In a carrier aggregation LTE-A system, to keep compat-
ibility with user equipment that only supports an early
version of the LTE, uplink ACK channel resources are
reserved on one uplink component carrier for implicit
mapping from the PDCCH transmitted over one or more
downlink component carriers. For ease of description, if
an uplink ACK channel resource implicitly mapped from
a PDCCH is reserved on one uplink component carrier
for a certain downlink component carrier, the downlink
component carrier is described as a "system-linked
downlink component carrier" of the uplink component
carrier. FIG. 2 is a schematic composition diagram of a
system-linked downlink component carrier according to
an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 2, there are three downlink component carriers in a
carrier aggregation LTE-A system, namely, downlink
component carrier-1, downlink component carrier-2, and
downlink component carrier-3, and two uplink compo-
nent carriers, namely, uplink component carrier-1 and
uplink component carrier-2. An uplink ACK channel re-
source implicitly mapped from a PDCCH is reserved on
uplink component carrier-1 for downlink component car-
rier-1; uplink ACK channel resources implicitly mapped
from PDCCHs are reserved on uplink component carrier-
2 for downlink component carrier-2 and downlink com-
ponent carrier-3. Therefore, downlink component carrier-
1 is a system-linked downlink component carrier of uplink
component carrier-1; and downlink component carrier-2
and downlink component carrier-3 are system-linked
downlink component carriers of uplink component carri-
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er-2. In a carrier aggregation LTE-A system, to avoid high
overhead of uplink ACK channel resources reserved on
an uplink component carrier through implicit mapping
from PDCCHs, the number of system-linked downlink
component carriers of the uplink component carrier may
be small.
[0032] In the following embodiments, the case that the
multiple downlink component carriers of one user equip-
ment are configured to feed back ACK/NACK information
over a same uplink component carrier is taken for exam-
ple. When one user equipment is configured to feed back
ACK/NACK information over multiple uplink component
carriers at the same time, downlink component carriers
that feed back ACK/NACK information over the same
uplink component carrier are regarded as one downlink
component carrier group, and different downlink compo-
nent carrier groups is processed respectively according
to the manner described in the embodiment of the present
invention.
[0033] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of adopted uplink
and downlink component carriers according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3,
in the embodiment of the present invention, for a user
equipment, it is assumed that the ACK/NACK information
of PDSCHs transmitted over downlink component carri-
er-1, downlink component carrier-2, and downlink com-
ponent carrier-3 are all fed back over uplink component
carrier-2, where the PDSCH is used to transmit data, the
PDCCH is used to transmit the scheduling information
DCI of the PDSCH, and the PUCCH is the uplink ACK
channel used to feed back the ACK/NACK information.
In addition, among downlink component carrier-1, down-
link component carrier-2, and downlink component car-
rier-3, only downlink component carrier-2 is a system-
linked downlink component carrier of the uplink compo-
nent carrier-2.
[0034] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to a second embodiment of the present invention.
This embodiment takes a TDD system for example. As
shown in FIG. 4, the method includes:
Step 41: A base station sets a common field in DCI, where
the common field can be configured as an ARI command
field and a DAI command field.
[0035] For a non-system-linked downlink component
carrier, an ARI command field needs to be used to indi-
cate an assigned ACK channel resource. After the ARI
command field is added in the DCI, the number of bits of
the DCI definitely increases, which increases bit over-
heads and causes incompatibility with an LTE system.
To reduce the bit overheads and accomplish better com-
patibility with the LTE system, in this embodiment, the
common field is designed based on the existing DAI com-
mand field in the conventional DCI, so that the common
field may be configured as a DAI command field or an
ARI command field.
[0036] Because an LTE TDD system may support the
ACK/NACK bundling feedback mode, the DCI in the TDD
system includes the DAI command field. For compatibility

with the LTE system, in a carrier aggregation LTE-A TDD
system, the existing DAI command field may be used,
and the DAI command field is set as a common field to
represent not only the DAI command field but also the
ARI command field. Therefore, when the DCI needs to
include an ARI command field, no new field needs to be
added in the DCI. Certainly, in the case of an FDD system,
the common field may be set in a manner of newly adding
2 bits to represent the DAI command field or the ARI
command field. Compared with the independent setting
of both the DAI command field and the ARI command
field where 4 bits are required, this also reduces the bit
overheads.
[0037] Step 42: When the bundling feedback mode is
adopted, the base station configures at least one of com-
mon fields in the DCI transmitted by all downlink compo-
nent carriers as the DAI command field; when the multi-
plexing feedback mode is adopted, the base station con-
figures at least one of common fields in the DCI trans-
mitted by all downlink component carriers as the ARI
command field.
[0038] Specifically, of all downlink component carriers,
only the common field in the DCI transmitted by the pri-
mary downlink component carrier is configured as the
DAI command field or ARI command field; or the common
field in the DCI transmitted by other one or more downlink
component carriers is configured as the DAI command
field or ARI command field. That is, the DCI that includes
a common field configured as the DAI command field or
ARI command field may be transmitted over one or more
multiple downlink component carriers, where the one
downlink component carrier may be a primary compo-
nent carrier or a non-primary component carrier.
[0039] Specifically, one downlink component carrier
may transmit one piece of DCI or transmit multiple pieces
of DCI. When the downlink component carrier transmits
only one piece of DCI, the common field in the DCI is
configured as the DAI command field or ARI command
field. When the downlink component carrier transmits
multiple pieces of DCI, the common field in one or more
pieces of DCI is configured as the DAI command field or
ARI command field.
[0040] Specifically, one or more common fields may
be configured in the DCI.
[0041] For ease of design, when the bundling feedback
mode is adopted, the base station may configure the
common fields in the DCI transmitted by all downlink com-
ponent carriers as the DAI command fields; when the
multiplexing feedback mode is adopted, the base station
may configure the common fields in the DCI transmitted
by all downlink component carriers as the ARI command
fields.
[0042] Taking FIG. 3 for example, the common fields
in the DCI corresponding to downlink component carrier-
1, downlink component carrier-2, and downlink compo-
nent carrier-3 are all configured as the DAI command
fields in the bundling feedback mode, and are all config-
ured as the ARI command fields in the multiplexing feed-
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back mode. The uplink ACK/NACK information feedback
mode may be specific to a cell. That is, all user equip-
ments in a cell adopt a same uplink ACK/NACK informa-
tion feedback mode. Alternatively the uplink ACK/NACK
information feedback mode may be specific to a user
equipment. That is, different user equipment may adopt
different uplink ACK/NACK information feedback modes.
[0043] Alternatively, when the bundling feedback
mode is adopted, for example, the base station config-
ures the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the downlink PCC (Primary Component Carrier,
primary component carrier) and/or the common field in
the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH transmission of the
downlink PCC as the DAI command field; when the mul-
tiplexing feedback mode is adopted, for example, the
base station configures the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the downlink PCC and/or the
common field in the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH
transmission of the downlink PCC as the ARI command
field.
[0044] For a user equipment in a carrier aggregation
mode, one downlink PCC and one uplink PCC may be
defined. The downlink PCC may be used for radio link
failure detection and system message updating of the
user equipment, and after configured, the downlink PCC
cannot be deactivated. The uplink PCC may be used by
the user equipment to feed back uplink control informa-
tion. Taking FIG. 3 for example, downlink component car-
rier-2 and uplink component carrier-2 may be respective-
ly defined as the downlink PCC and uplink PCC of the
user equipment.
[0045] When the bundling feedback mode is adopted,
if the DAI command field is used to indicate the total
number of PDCCHs that carry DCI at the moment, the
base station may configure only the common fields in
part of the DCI transmitted by the downlink PCC and/or
the common field in the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH
transmission of the downlink PCC as the DAI command
fields, and configure the common field in other DCI as a
preset default value to use the common field in other DCI
for other purposes. When the multiplexing feedback
mode is adopted, one ACK/NACK information feedback
manner is to assign a different uplink ACK channel, for
example, the PUCCH format 1a/1b channel, to the PD-
SCH transmission of each downlink component carrier,
and feed back the ACK/NACK information over the se-
lected uplink ACK channel through a preset approach.
For ease of description, this manner is referred to as a
channel selection manner. Another ACK/NACK informa-
tion feedback manner is to assign a common uplink ACK
channel, for example, the PUCCH format 2/2a/2b chan-
nel or a new format PUCCH channel, to the PDSCH
transmission of all downlink component carriers, and
feed back the jointly coded ACK/NACK information over
the assigned uplink ACK channel. For ease of descrip-
tion, this manner is referred to as a joint coding manner.
When the joint coding manner is adopted to feed back
ACK/NACK information, because a common uplink ACK

channel is assigned to the PDSCH transmission of all
downlink component carriers, the base station may con-
figure only the common fields in part of the DCI transmit-
ted by the downlink PCC and/or the common field in the
DCI corresponding to the PDSCH transmission of the
downlink PCC as the ARI command fields, and configure
the common field in other DCI as a preset default value
or use the common field in other DCI for other purposes.
[0046] Step 43: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0047] In this embodiment, a common field is designed
based on the conventional DAI command field, where
the common field may be configured as a DAI command
field or an ARI command field, which realizes the repre-
sentation of two pieces of information by using the exist-
ing command field that can only represent one piece of
information without the need of an additional command
field, and reduces the bit overheads and the complexity
of design and implementation.
[0048] FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to a third embodiment of the present invention.
This embodiment takes a TDD system or an FDD system
for example. As shown in FIG. 5, the method includes:
Step 51: A base station sets a common field in DCI, where
the common field can be configured as a TPC command
field and an ARI command field.
[0049] Because the TPC command field is used to con-
trol power transmission, the TPC command field exists
in both the TDD system and the FDD system. For com-
patibility with an LTE system, in a carrier aggregation
LTE-A system, the existing TPC command field may be
used, and the TPC command field may be set as a com-
mon field that may represent not only the TPC command
field but also the ARI command field. In this way, when
the DCI needs to include an ARI command field, no new
field needs to be added in the DCI.
[0050] Step 52: The base station configures a common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a system-
linked downlink component carrier as a TPC command
field; and configures a common field in at least one piece
of DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as an ARI command field.
[0051] Specifically, for one user equipment, when
ACK/NACK information corresponding to PDSCHs
transmitted by NDL downlink component carriers is con-
figured to be fed back over one uplink component carrier,
the system-linked downlink component carrier of the up-
link component carrier may possibly transmit n PDCCHs
simultaneously, where 1 ≤ n ≤ NDL and the n PDCCHs
respectively carry the DCI information for scheduling PD-
SCH transmission of n downlink component carriers. The
case that n is greater than 1 is possibly caused by the
following two factors: in the NDL downlink component car-
riers, there are at least two system-linked downlink com-
ponent carriers of the uplink component carrier; and the
PDCCH performs cross-carrier scheduling on the PD-
SCH transmission of other carriers. There is one common
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field respectively in the DCI carried by the n PDCCHs.
[0052] In step 52, the base station configures the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the
system-linked downlink component carrier as the TPC
command field, where the at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the system-linked downlink component carrier
may be the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH transmis-
sion of the downlink PCC and/or at least one piece of
DCI transmitted by the downlink PCC.
[0053] In step 52, the base station configures the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the
non-system-linked downlink component carrier as the
ARI command field. The configuring the common field in
at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the non-system-
linked downlink component carrier as the ARI command
field may Specifically be: configuring the common field
in the DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink
component carrier as the ARI command field, for exam-
ple, when the ACK/NACK information is fed back in a
channel selection manner or joint coding manner; or con-
figuring the common field in a piece of pre-designated
DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as the ARI command field, where, for ex-
ample, when the ACK/NACK information is fed back in
the joint coding manner, the pre-designated DCI may
specifically be DCI which is transmitted first or last by the
non-system-linked downlink component carrier and cor-
responds to the PDSCH transmission of a downlink non-
PCC in the activated downlink component carriers. In this
step, the at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier may be one
or more pieces of DCI transmitted over one of the non-
system-linked downlink component carriers, or one or
more pieces of DCI transmitted over multiple carriers.
[0054] Taking FIG. 3 for example, the common field in
the DCI corresponding to downlink component carrier-2
is configured as the TPC command field, and the com-
mon fields in the DCI corresponding to downlink compo-
nent carrier-1 and downlink component carrier-3 are con-
figured as the ARI command fields; or the common field
in the DCI corresponding to downlink component carrier-
2 is configured as the TPC command field, and the com-
mon field in pre-designated DCI is configured as the ARI
command field, where the DCI corresponding to downlink
component carrier-3 is the pre-designated DCI.
[0055] Step 53: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0056] In this embodiment, the base station assigns
ACK channel resources for the user equipment in the
following manner: An uplink ACK channel resource for
implicit mapping is reserved in one uplink component car-
rier for each PDCCH transmitted over the system-linked
downlink component carrier of the uplink component car-
rier. Therefore, the uplink ACK channel resource as-
signed to the PDSCH transmission of sending a corre-
sponding PDCCH over the system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier may be obtained through implicit mapping

from the corresponding PDCCH; the uplink ACK channel
assigned to the PDSCH transmission of sending the cor-
responding PDCCH over the non-system-linked down-
link component carrier cannot be obtained through im-
plicit mapping from the corresponding PDCCH, but may
be obtained in an explicit signaling notification manner.
In this case, for the PDSCH transmission of each down-
link component carrier, if the corresponding PDCCH may
be sent over a non-system-linked downlink component
carrier, the base station assigns a group of uplink ACK
channel resources through high-level signaling. The
group of uplink ACK channel resources assigned through
high-level signaling may be different or the same for the
PDSCH transmission of different component carriers.
The common fields in the DCI carried by the PDCCHs
sent over the system-linked downlink component carrier
may all be configured as the TPC command fields; the
common fields carried by the PDCCHs sent over the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier may all be
configured as the ARI command fields.
[0057] In addition, as shown in FIG. 5a, this embodi-
ment may further include:
Step 51: The base station sets a common field in the DCI,
where the common field can be configured as a TPC
command field and an ARI command field.
[0058] Step 54: The base station configures the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the
downlink PCC and/or the common field in the DCI cor-
responding to the PDSCH transmission of the downlink
PCC as the ARI command field; and configures at least
one of common fields in the rest DCI as the TPC com-
mand field.
[0059] Specifically, when the joint coding manner is
adopted to feed back ACK/NACK information, because
a common uplink ACK channel is assigned to the PDSCH
transmission of all downlink component carriers, the base
station may configure only the common field in at least
one piece of DCI transmitted by the downlink PCC and/or
the common field in the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH
transmission of the downlink PCC as the ARI command
field; configure the at least one of common fields in the
rest DCI as the TPC command field; and configure the
common field in other DCI as a preset default value or
use the common field in other DCI for other purposes.
[0060] Taking FIG. 3 for example, downlink component
carrier-2 is a downlink PCC and downlink component car-
rier-3 is a downlink non-PCC. In this case, the common
field in the DCI corresponding to downlink component
carrier-2 may be configured as the ARI command field,
the common field in the DCI corresponding to downlink
component carrier-3 may be configured as the TPC com-
mand field, and the common field in the DCI correspond-
ing to downlink component carrier-1 may be configured
as a preset default value.
[0061] Step 53: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0062] That is, in this embodiment and the fourth and
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fifth embodiments, the common field in at least one piece
of DCI transmitted by a system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier, for example, the downlink PCC, may be con-
figured as the DAI command field and/or the ARI com-
mand field, and the common field in at least one piece
of DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier, for example, a downlink non-PCC, may
be configured as the TPC command field. Reference and
applications may be made in other cases.
[0063] In this embodiment, a common field is designed
based on the conventional TPC command field, where
the common field may be configured as a TPC command
field or ARI command field, which realizes the represen-
tation of two pieces of information by using the existing
command field that can only represent one piece of in-
formation without the need of an additional command
field, and reduces the bit overheads and the complexity
of design and implementation.
[0064] FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.
This embodiment takes an FDD system for example. As
shown in FIG. 6, the method includes:
Step 61: A base station sets a common field in DCI, where
the common field can be configured as a TPC command
field and a DAI command field.
[0065] Step 62: The base station configures the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
system-linked downlink component carrier as a TPC
command field; and configures the common field in at
least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-system-
linked downlink component carrier as a DAI command
field.
[0066] The at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the
system-linked downlink component carrier may specifi-
cally be the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH transmis-
sion of a downlink PCC and/or at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by the downlink PCC. The configuring the
common field in the at least one piece of DCI transmitted
by a non-system-linked downlink component carrier as
the DAI command field may specifically be, for example,
configuring the common fields in the DCI transmitted by
the non-system-linked downlink component carrier as
the DAI command field; or configuring the common field
in one piece of pre-designated DCI transmitted by the
non-system-linked downlink component carrier as the
DAI command field. The one piece of pre-designated DCI
may specifically be, for example, DCI which is transmitted
first or last by the non-system-linked downlink component
carrier and corresponds to the PDSCH transmission of
a downlink non-PCC among activated downlink compo-
nent carriers.
[0067] Specifically, for one user equipment, when
ACK/NACK information corresponding to the PDSCHs
transmitted by NDL downlink component carriers is con-
figured to be fed back over one uplink component carrier,
the system-linked downlink component carrier of the up-
link component carrier may possibly transmit n PDCCHs
simultaneously, where 1 ≤ n ≤ NDL and the n PDCCHs

respectively carry the DCI for scheduling PDSCH trans-
mission of n downlink component carriers. The case that
n is greater than 1 is possibly caused by the following
two factors: in the NDL downlink component carriers,
there are at least two system-linked downlink component
carriers of the uplink component carrier; and the PDCCH
performs cross-carrier scheduling on the PDSCH trans-
mission of other carriers. There is one common field re-
spectively in the DCI carried by the n PDCCHs.
[0068] Taking FIG. 3 for example, the common field in
the DCI corresponding to downlink component carrier-2
is configured as the TPC command field, and the com-
mon fields in the DCI corresponding to downlink compo-
nent carrier-1 and downlink component carrier-3 are con-
figured as the DAI command fields.
[0069] Step 63: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0070] In this embodiment, the base station assigns
ACK channel resources to the user equipment in the fol-
lowing manner: An uplink ACK channel resource for im-
plicit mapping is reserved in one uplink component carrier
for each PDCCH transmitted over the system-linked
downlink component carrier of the uplink component car-
rier. Therefore, for the PDSCH transmission of sending
a corresponding PDCCH over the system-linked down-
link component carrier, the assigned uplink ACK channel
resource may be obtained through implicit mapping from
the corresponding PDCCH. The common fields carried
by n PDCCHs transmitted over the system-linked down-
link component carrier may all be parsed as the TPC
command fields; or only one PDCCH may be selected,
for example, the first PDCCH or a pre-designated PD-
CCH transmitted by a system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier, and the common field carried by the selected
PDCCH can be configured as the TPC command field
while the common fields carried by the rest n-1 PDCCHs
are all configured as the DAI command field.
[0071] As described above, the DAI command field is
used to indicate the number of PDCCHs that carry DCI
and is mainly used when the uplink ACK/NACK informa-
tion is in the bundling feedback mode. In the bundling
feedback mode, the uplink ACK/NACK information cor-
responding to multiple PDSCH transmissions is fed back
together through logic AND operation, which requires on-
ly one uplink ACK channel. Therefore, for PDSCH trans-
mission of send a corresponding PDCCH over the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier, the uplink
ACK channel resource may not be assigned; in this case,
only the DAI command field is required to be used to
indicate the total number of PDCCHs that are used to
carry DCI at the current moment. Taking the configuration
shown in FIG. 3 for example, suppose that the corre-
sponding PDCCH that schedules the PDSCH transmis-
sion of each downlink component carrier is sent over the
downlink component carrier itself, and then an uplink
ACK channel is assigned to the user equipment through
implicit mapping from the PDCCH sent over downlink
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component carrier-2 and no uplink ACK channel is as-
signed for the PDSCH transmission over downlink com-
ponent carrier-1 and downlink component carrier-3. If the
user equipment receives the PDCCH sent over downlink
component carrier-2 successfully, and meanwhile, re-
ceives the PDCCHs sent over downlink component car-
rier-1 and downlink component carrier-3 incorrectly, be-
cause the common field in the PDCCHs received by the
user equipment is not the DAI command field, the user
equipment cannot detect loss of PDCCHs, which causes
an incorrect uplink ACK/NACK information feedback.
The channel condition of a user equipment configured in
the ACK/NACK bundling feedback mode is usually poor.
Therefore, the number of control channel unit resources
occupied by a PDCCH may be always constrained to be
more than one. This may be guaranteed by keeping send-
ing more than one PDCCH is over a system-linked down-
link component carrier or the PDCCH sent by a system-
linked downlink component carrier occupies resources
of more than one control channel unit. In the process of
implicit mapping of uplink ACK channels from PDCCHs,
one uplink ACK channel can be mapped from each con-
trol channel unit. When a PDCCH occupies more than
one control channel unit resource, the number of uplink
ACK channels that can be mapped implicitly from the
PDCCH sent over a system-linked downlink component
carrier is also more than one. In this case, two uplink
ACK channels may be selected, for example, the two
uplink ACK channels mapped from the first two control
channel units occupied by the PDCCH, where the two
selected uplink ACK channels are marked as ACK0 and
ACK1. To avoid the possible incorrect uplink ACK/NACK
information feedback caused by not receiving a PDCCH
that includes a common field which can be configured as
a DAI command field, ACK0 may be selected to feed
back uplink ACK/NACK information when none of the
common fields in the successfully received PDCCHs can
be configured as the DAI command field, and ACK1 may
be selected to feed back uplink ACK/NACK information
when a common field in the successfully received PD-
CCHs is configured as the DAI command field.
[0072] However, for a user equipment configured in
the bundling mode, it may possibly cause unnecessary
waste of PDCCH resources that the number of the control
channel units occupied by a PDCCH is always con-
strained to be more than one. For PDSCH transmission
of sending a corresponding PDCCH over the non-sys-
tem-linked downlink component carrier, an uplink chan-
nel resource may be assigned in an explicit signaling
notification manner. In this case, one uplink ACK channel
resource may be assigned to one user equipment directly
through high-level signaling; or one group of uplink ACK
channel resources are assigned through high-level sig-
naling, and one default uplink ACK channel resource, for
example, the first uplink ACK channel resource, is se-
lected when the user equipment is in the bundling feed-
back mode. When one group of uplink ACK channel re-
sources are assigned through high-level signaling, a

manner in which one group of uplink ACK channel re-
sources is assigned through high-level signaling in the
multiplexing feedback mode may be adopted so as to
keep a simple system design. In addition, when one de-
fault uplink ACK channel resource is selected from a
group of assigned uplink ACK channel resources, differ-
ent user equipment may select different default uplink
ACK channels. For example, UE-1 selects by default the
first uplink ACK channel resource assigned through high-
level signaling when in the bundling feedback mode and
UE-2 selects by default the last uplink ACK channel re-
source assigned through high-level signaling when in the
bundling feedback mode. Mark an uplink ACK channel
assigned implicitly as ACKimp and an uplink ACK channel
assigned explicitly as ACKexp. To avoid the possible in-
correct uplink ACK/NACK information feedback caused
by not receiving a PDCCH that includes a common field
which can be configured as a DAI command field, ACKimp
may be selected to feed back uplink ACK/NACK infor-
mation when none of the common fields in the success-
fully received PDCCHs can be configured as the DAI
command field, and ACKexp may be selected to feed back
uplink ACK/NACK information when a common field in
the successfully received PDCCHs is configured as the
DAI command field.
[0073] In this embodiment, a common field may be
configured as a TPC command field and a DAI command
field. and the UE may determine the assigned first
ACK/NACK channel; after correctly receiving the first
DCI, the UE feeds back the ACK/NACK information
through the determined first ACK/NACK channel, where
the first DCI is DCI with a common field configured as a
DAI command field, and the first ACK/NACK channel is
dedicated to feed back the ACK/NACK information when
the first DCI is correctly received. The first ACK/NACK
channel may be determined through an implicit rule or
notified through high-level signaling. When the first
ACK/NACK channel is determined according to a high-
level signaling notification, a group of ACK/NACK chan-
nels may be notified through the high-level signaling and
the user equipment selects one or more ACK/NACK
channels from the group of ACK/NACK channels; or the
user equipment uses all ACK/NACK channels notified
through high-level signaling.
[0074] In this embodiment, a common field may be
configured as a TPC command field and a DAI command
field, and the UE may determine the assigned second
ACK/NACK channel; and when the first DCI is not cor-
rectly received, the UE feeds back the ACK/NACK infor-
mation through the determined second ACK/NACK
channel, where the second ACK/NACK channel is ded-
icated to feed back the ACK/NACK information when the
first DCI is not correctly received. The second
ACK/NACK channel may be determined through an im-
plicit rule or notified through high-level signaling. When
the second ACK/NACK channel is determined according
to a high-level signaling notification, a group of
ACK/NACK channels may be notified through the high-
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level signaling and the user equipment selects one or
more ACK/NACK channels from the group; or the user
equipment uses all ACK/NACK channels notified through
the high-level signaling.
[0075] In this embodiment, a common field is designed
based on the conventional TPC command field, where
the common field may be configured as a TPC command
field or DAI command field, which realizes the represen-
tation of two pieces of information by using the existing
command field that can only represent one piece of in-
formation without the need of an additional command
field, and reduces the bit overheads and the complexity
of design and implementation.
[0076] FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart of a method ac-
cording to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.
This embodiment takes an FDD system for example. As
shown in FIG. 7, the method includes:
Step 71: A base station sets a common field in DCI, where
the common field can be configured as a TPC command
field, a DAI command field, and an ARI command field.
[0077] Step 72: The base station configures the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
system-linked downlink component carrier as the TPC
command field; when the feedback mode of ACK/NACK
information is a bundling feedback mode, the base sta-
tion configures the common field in at least one piece of
DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as the DAI command field; or when the
feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is a mul-
tiplexing feedback mode, the base station configures the
common field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by
the non-system-linked downlink component carrier as
the ARI command field
[0078] The at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the
system-linked downlink component carrier may specifi-
cally be the DCI corresponding to PDSCH transmission
of a downlink PCC and/or at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the downlink PCC. When the feedback mode
of the ACK/NACK information is the bundling feedback
mode, the configuring the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked down-
link component carrier as the DAI command field may
be, for example, configuring the common fields in the
DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as the DAI command fields; or configuring
the common field in a pre-designated DCI transmitted by
the non-system-linked downlink component carrier as
the DAI command field. When the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is the multiplexing feedback
mode, the configuring the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked down-
link component carrier as the ARI command field may
be, for example, configuring the common fields in the
DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as the ARI command field; or configuring
the common field in one piece of pre-designated DCI
transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier as the ARI command field. The one piece of

pre-designated DCI may specifically be DCI which is
transmitted first or last by the non-system-linked downlink
component carrier and corresponds to the PDSCH trans-
mission of a downlink non-PCC among activated down-
link component carriers.
[0079] Specifically, for one user equipment, when the
ACK/NACK information corresponding to the PDSCHs
transmitted by NDL downlink component carriers is con-
figured to be fed back over one uplink component carrier,
the system-linked downlink component carrier of the up-
link component carrier may possibly transmit n PDCCHs
simultaneously, where 1 ≤ n ≤ NDL and the n PDCCHs
respectively carry the DCI information for scheduling PD-
SCH transmission of n downlink component carriers. The
case that n is greater than 1 is possibly caused by the
following two factors: in the NDL downlink component car-
riers, there are at least two system-linked downlink com-
ponent carriers of the uplink component carrier; and the
PDCCH performs cross-carrier scheduling on the PD-
SCH transmission of other carriers. There is one common
field respectively in the DCI information carried by the n
PDCCHs.
[0080] Taking FIG. 3 for example, the common field
corresponding to downlink component carrier-2 is con-
figured as the TPC command field; in the bundling feed-
back mode, the common fields corresponding to down-
link component carrier-1 and downlink component carri-
er-3 are both configured as the DAI command fields; and
in the multiplexing feedback mode, the common fields
corresponding to downlink component carrier-1 and
downlink component carrier-3 are both configured as the
ARI command fields.
[0081] Step 73: The base station sends the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds back
ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.
[0082] In this embodiment, the base station may assign
ACK channel resources to the user equipment in the fol-
lowing manner: when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is the multiplexing feedback
mode, reference may be made to the embodiment shown
in FIG. 5 for assignment; when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is the bundling feedback mode,
reference may be made to the embodiment shown in
FIG. 6 for assignment.
[0083] In this embodiment, the common field may be
configured as the TPC command field, the DAI command
field, and the ARI command field. When the feedback
mode of the ACK/NACK is the bundling feedback mode,
the UE may determine an assigned first ACK/NACK
channel; and when receiving the first DCI correctly, the
user equipment feeds back the ACK/NACK information
through the determined first ACK/NACK channel, where
the first DCI is DCI with a common field configured as
the DAI command field, and the first ACK/NACK channel
is dedicated to feed back the ACK/NACK information
when the first DCI is correctly received. The first
ACK/NACK channel may be determined through an im-
plicit rule or notified through high-level signaling. When
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the first ACK/NACK channel is determined according to
a high-level signaling notification, a group of ACK/NACK
channels may be notified through the high-level signal-
ing, and the user equipment selects one or more
ACK/NACK channels from the group; or the user equip-
ment uses all ACK/NACK channels notified through the
high-level signaling.
[0084] In this embodiment, the common field may be
configured as the TPC command field, the DAI command
field, and the ARI command field. When the feedback
mode of the ACK/NACK information is the bundling feed-
back mode, the UE may determine an assigned second
ACK/NACK channel; and if the first DCI is not correctly
received, the UE feeds back the ACK/NACK information
through the determined second ACK/NACK channel,
where the second ACK/NACK channel is dedicated to
feed back the ACK/NACK information when the first DCI
is not correctly received. The second ACK/NACK chan-
nel may be determined through an implicit rule or notified
through high-level signaling. When the second
ACK/NACK channel is determined according to a high-
level signaling notification, a group of ACK/NACK chan-
nels may be notified through the high-level signaling, and
the user equipment selects one or more ACK/NACK
channels from the group; or the user equipment uses all
ACK/NACK channels notified through the high-level sig-
naling.
[0085] In this embodiment, a common field is designed
based on the existing TPC command field, where the
common field may be configured as a TPC command
field, a DAI command field, or an ARI command field,
which realizes the representation of three pieces of in-
formation by using the existing command field that can
only represent one piece of information without the need
of additional command fields, and reduces the bit over-
head and the complexity of design and implementation.
[0086] Note that in the first to the fifth embodiments of
the present invention, for the data transmission of the
downlink component carrier, the corresponding
ACK/NACK information feedback is controlled according
to the common field in the DCI. For the data transmission
scheduled semi-statically on the downlink component
carrier, the initial transmission is not controlled through
the DCI, and the feedback of ACK/NACK information may
reutilize the LTE system mechanism, which is beyond
the discussion scope of the present invention. In an LTE-
A system, some multi-antenna technologies, for exam-
ple, transmit diversity or space division multiplexing, may
be introduced for the feedback of uplink ACK/NACK in-
formation; in this case, the data transmission of one
downlink component carrier may require the assignment
of two or more uplink ACK channels. In an example in
which the data transmission of one downlink component
carrier requires assignment of two uplink ACK channels,
the second ACK channel may be obtained by adding a
fixed offset to the assigned first ACK channel; or in the
case that the uplink ACK channel is assigned through
implicit mapping from the PDCCH, each PDCCH occu-

pies at least two control channel unit resources, and in
the case that the uplink ACK channels is assigned
through an explicit signaling notification, a group of uplink
ACK channel resource pairs may be configured directly
through high-level signaling, and the ARI command field
in the DCI indicates the currently assigned uplink ACK
channel resource pair. This is not the focus of the present
invention, and is not further described here.
[0087] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a
base station according to a sixth embodiment of the
present invention, where the base station includes a con-
figuring module 81 and a sending module 82. The con-
figuring module 81 is configured to configure a common
field preset in DCI as at least one type of command field
related to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of
command fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, where
the common field can be configured as the command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback. The sending mod-
ule 82 is configured to send the DCI to a user equipment,
so that the user equipment feeds back ACK/NACK infor-
mation according to the DCI.
[0088] Further, the base station in this embodiment
may include a setting module, where the setting module
is configured to set the common field in the DCI.
[0089] The common field may be configured as a DAI
command field and an ARI command field. In this case,
the configuring module 81 includes a first unit or a second
unit. The first unit is configured to configure at least one
common field as the DAI command field when the feed-
back mode of the ACK/NACK information is a bundling
feedback mode, for example, to configure all common
fields as the DAI command fields or configure the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
downlink PCC and/or the common field in the DCI cor-
responding to the PDSCH transmission of the downlink
PCC as the DAI command field. The second unit is con-
figured to configure at least one common field as the ARI
command field when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is a multiplexing feedback mode,
for example, to configure all common fields as the ARI
command fields or configure the common field in at least
one piece of DCI transmitted by the downlink PCC and/or
the common field in the DCI corresponding to the PDSCH
transmission of the downlink PCC as the ARI command
field.
[0090] Alternatively, the common field may be config-
ured as a TPC command field and an ARI command field.
In this case, the configuring module 81 includes a third
unit and a fourth unit. The third unit is configured to con-
figure the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by a system-linked downlink component carrier
as the TPC command field, for example, specifically con-
figured to configure the common field in the DCI corre-
sponding to the PDSCH transmission of the downlink
PCC and/or the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by the downlink PCC as the TPC command
field. The fourth unit is configured to configure the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
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non-system-linked downlink component carrier as the
ARI command field, for example, specifically configured
to configure all common fields in the DCI transmitted by
the non-system-linked downlink component carrier as
the ARI command fields, or configure the common field
in one piece of pre-designated DCI transmitted by the
non-system-linked downlink component carrier as the
ARI command field.
[0091] Alternatively, the third unit is configured to con-
figure the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as the TPC command field; and the fourth unit is
configured to configure the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the system-linked downlink
component carrier as the ARI command field.
[0092] Alternatively, the common field may be config-
ured as a TPC command field and a DAI command field.
In this case, the configuring module 81 includes a fifth
unit and a sixth unit. The fifth unit is configured to con-
figure the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the system-linked downlink component carrier
as the TPC command field, for example, specifically con-
figured to configure the common field in the DCI corre-
sponding to the PDSCH transmission of the downlink
PCC and/or the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by the downlink PCC as the TPC command
field. The sixth unit is configured to configure the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier as the DAI
command field, for example, specifically configured to
configure all common fields in the DCI transmitted by the
non-system-linked downlink component carrier as the
DAI command fields, or configure the common field in
one piece of pre-designated DCI transmitted by the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier as the DAI
command field.
[0093] Alternatively, the fifth unit is configured to con-
figure the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as the TPC command field; and the sixth unit is
configured to configure the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the system-linked downlink
component carrier as the DAI command field.
[0094] Alternatively, the common field may be config-
ured as a TPC command field, and a DAI command field,
and an ARI command field. In this case, the configuring
module 81 includes a seventh unit and an eighth unit.
The seventh unit is configured to configure the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by the sys-
tem-linked downlink component carrier as the TPC com-
mand field, for example, specifically configured to con-
figure the common field in the DCI corresponding to the
PDSCH transmission of the downlink PCC and/or the
common field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by
the downlink PCC as the TPC command field. The eighth
unit is configured to configure the common field in at least
one piece of DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked
downlink component carrier as the DAI command field

when the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information
is the bundling feedback mode, for example, specifically
configured to configure all common fields in the DCI
transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier as the DAI command fields or configure the
common field in one piece of pre-designated DCI trans-
mitted by the non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as the DAI command field; or the eighth unit is
configured to configure the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by the non-system-linked down-
link component carrier as the ARI command field when
the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is the
multiplexing feedback mode, for example, specifically
configured to configure all common fields in the DCI
transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier as the ARI command fields or configure the
common field in one piece of pre-designated DCI trans-
mitted by the non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as the ARI command field.
[0095] Alternatively the seventh unit is configured to
configure the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by the non-system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier as the TPC command field; and the eighth
unit is configured to configure the common field in at least
one piece of DCI transmitted by the system-linked down-
link component carrier as the DAI command field when
the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is the
bundling feedback mode, or configured to configure the
common field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by
the system-linked downlink component carrier as the ARI
command field when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is the multiplexing feedback
mode.
[0096] For the specific functions performed by the fore-
going modules, reference may be made to the method
embodiments, which are not repeatedly described here.
The base station provided in this embodiment may, for
example, execute the methods provided in the foregoing
method embodiments.
[0097] In this embodiment, a common field is set in the
DCI and the common field may be configured as different
command fields in different scenarios. Therefore, from
the perspective of effectiveness, the common field is
equivalent to the sum of command fields that the common
field may be configured as, which realizes the represen-
tation of more command fields by using a smaller number
of bits, and reduces the bit overheads and the complexity
of design and implementation. Therefore, the number of
bits of the DCI information in the LTE-A system is kept
consistent with that in the LTE system as much as pos-
sible to achieve compatibility with the LTE system, so
that most design in the LTE system is passed down to
the LTE-A system.
[0098] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a
user equipment according to a seventh embodiment of
the present invention, where the user equipment includes
a receiving module 91 and a feedback module 92. The
receiving module 91 is configured to receive DCI which
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is sent by a base station and transmitted by a downlink
component carrier. The feedback module 92 is config-
ured to feed back ACK/NACK information according to
a command field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback
and configured in a common field preset in the DCI, where
the common field can be configured as at least two types
of command fields related to ACK/NACK feedback.
[0099] The at least two types of command fields related
to ACK/NACK feedback, where the common field can be
configured as the command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback, may be a DAI command field and an ARI com-
mand field; or a TPC command field and an ARI com-
mand field; or a TPC command field and a DAI command
field; or a TPC command field, a DAI command field, and
an ARI command field.
[0100] In this embodiment, the common field may be
configured as the TPC command field and the DAI com-
mand field, or be configured as the TPC command field,
DAI command field, and ARI command field, and when
the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is the
bundling feedback mode, the user equipment may further
include a determining module 93. The determining mod-
ule 93 is configured to determine an assigned first
ACK/NACK channel; and the feedback module 92 is spe-
cifically configured to feed back ACK/NACK information
through the first ACK/NACK channel determined by the
determining module 93, when a first DCI is correctly re-
ceived. In this embodiment, the first DCI is DCI with a
common field configured as the DAI command field; and
the first ACK/NACK channel is dedicated to feed back
the ACK/NACK information when the first DCI is correctly
received.
[0101] In this embodiment, the determining module 93
may further be configured to determine a second
ACK/NACK channel. The feedback module 92 is specif-
ically configured to feed back ACK/NACK information
through the second ACK/NACK channel determined by
the determining module 93, when the first DCI is not cor-
rectly received. In this embodiment, the second
ACK/NACK channel is dedicated to feed back the
ACK/NACK information when the first DCI is not correctly
received.
[0102] For the specific functions executed by the fore-
going modules, reference may be made to the method
embodiments, which are not repeatedly described here.
The user equipment provided in this embodiment may,
for example, execute the methods provided in the fore-
going method embodiments.
[0103] In this embodiment, a common field is set in the
DCI and the common field may be configured as different
command field in different scenarios. Therefore, from the
perspective of effectiveness, the common field is equiv-
alent to the sum of command fields that the common field
may be configured as, which realizes the representation
of more command fields with a smaller number of bits,
and reduces the bit overhead and the complexity of de-
sign and implementation. Therefore, the number of bits
of the DCI information in the LTE-A system is kept con-

sistent with that in the LTE system as much as possible
to achieve compatibility with the LTE system, so that most
design in the LTE system is passed down to the LTE-A
system.
[0104] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for feeding back ACK/NACK information
for carrier aggregation, including:

configuring a common field preset in downlink control
information, DCI, as at least one type of command
field related to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two
types of command fields related to ACK/NACK feed-
back, where the common field can be configured as
the at least two types of command fields related to
ACK/NACK feedback; and
sending the DCI to a user equipment, so that the
user equipment feeds back ACK/NACK information
according to the DCI.

[0105] Optionally, the method further includes: setting
the common field in the DCI.
[0106] Optionally, the common field is set according to
a acknowledgement information feedback mode and/or
a downlink component carrier type.
[0107] Optionally, the at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback are:a downlink as-
signment index, DAI, command field and an ACK re-
source indication, ARI, command field; a transmission
power control, TPC, command field and an ARI com-
mand field; a TPC command field and a DAI command
field; or a TPC command field, a DAI command field, and
an ARI command field.
[0108] Optionally, the configuring a common field pre-
set in DCI as at least one type of command field related
to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, wherein the com-
mon field can be configured as the command fields re-
lated to ACK/NACK feedback, comprises: configuring the
common field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by
a downlink primary component carrier as a TPC com-
mand field.
[0109] Optionally, the at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by the downlink primary component carrier is DCI
corresponding to physical downlink shared channel, PD-
SCH, transmission of the downlink primary component
carrier.
[0110] Optionally, the configuring a common field pre-
set in DCI as at least one type of command field related
to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, wherein the com-
mon field can be configured as the command fields re-
lated to ACK/NACK feedback, further includes: configur-
ing the common field in at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by a downlink non-primary component carrier as
an ARI command field and/or a DAI command field.
[0111] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a downlink assignment index, DAI, command field and
an ACK resource indication, ARI, command field; and
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the configuring a common field preset in DCI as at least
one type of command field related to ACK/NACK feed-
back of at least two types of command fields related to
ACK/NACK feedback, wherein the common field can be
configured as the command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback, further comprises: configuring at least one
common field in all common fields as the DAI command
field when the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK infor-
mation is a bundling feedback mode; or configuring at
least one common field in all common fields as the ARI
command field when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is a multiplexing feedback mode.
[0112] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a transmission power control, TPC, command field
and an ARI command field; and the configuring a com-
mon field preset in DCI as at least one type of command
field related to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types
of command fields related to ACK/NACK feedback,
wherein the common field can be configured as the com-
mand fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, further com-
prises:
configuring the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by a system-linked downlink component car-
rier as a TPC command field and configuring the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-
system-linked downlink component carrier as an ARI
command field; or comprises:
configuring the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as a TPC command field and configuring the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
system-linked downlink component carrier as an ARI
command field.
[0113] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a TPC command field and a DAI command field; and
the configuring a common field preset in DCI as at least
one type of command field related to ACK/NACK feed-
back of at least two types of command fields related to
ACK/NACK feedback, wherein the common field can be
configured as the command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback, further comprises: configuring the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a system-
linked downlink component carrier as a TPC command
field and configuring the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked down-
link component carrier as a DAI command field; or com-
prises: configuring the common field in at least one piece
of DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink com-
ponent carrier as a TPC command field and configuring
the common field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted
by a system-linked downlink component carrier as a DAI
command field.
[0114] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a TPC command field, a DAI command field, and an
ARI command field; and the configuring a common field
preset in DCI as at least one type of command field re-
lated to ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of
command fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, wherein

the common field can be configured as the command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, further comprises:
configuring the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by a system-linked downlink component car-
rier as a TPC command field; and configuring the com-
mon field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a
non-system-linked downlink component carrier as a DAI
command field when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is a bundling feedback mode, or
configuring the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by a non-system-linked downlink component
carrier as an ARI command field when the feedback
mode of the ACK/NACK information is a multiplexing
feedback mode; or comprises: configuring the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-
system-linked downlink component carrier as a TPC
command field; and when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is a bundling feedback mode,
configuring the common field in at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by a system-linked downlink component car-
rier as a DAI command field, or when the feedback mode
of the ACK/NACK information is a multiplexing feedback
mode, configuring the common field in at least one piece
of DCI transmitted by a system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier as an ARI command field.
[0115] Optionally, the at least one piece of DCI trans-
mitted by a system-linked downlink component carrier
comprises: DCI corresponding to physical downlink
shared channel, PDSCH, transmission of a downlink pri-
mary component carrier; and/or at least one piece of DCI
transmitted by the downlink PCC.
[0116] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a method for feeding back ACK/NACK informa-
tion for carrier aggregation, including:

receiving downlink control information, DCI, which
is sent by a base station and transmitted by a down-
link component carrier; and
feeding back ACK/NACK information according to a
command field which is related to ACK/NACK feed-
back and configured in a common field preset in the
DCI, where the common field can be configured as
at least two types of command fields related to
ACK/NACK feedback.

[0117] Optionally, the at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback are: a downlink
assignment index, DAI, command field and an ACK re-
source indication, ARI, command field; a transmission
power control, TPC, command field and an ARI com-
mand field; a TPC command field and a DAI command
field; or a TPC command field, a DAI command field, and
an ARI command field.
[0118] Optionally, the at least two types of command
fields related to ACK/NACK feedback are: the TPC com-
mand field and DAI command field; or the TPC command
field, DAI command field, and ARI command field; and
when a feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is
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a bundling feedback mode,
the method further comprises: determining an assigned
first ACK/NACK channel; and
the feeding back ACK/NACK information according to a
command field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback
and configured in a common field preset in the DCI com-
prises: feeding back, through the first ACK/NACK chan-
nel, ACK/NACK information according to a command
field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback and con-
figured in a common field preset in the DCI, when a first
DCI is correctly received, wherein the first DCI is DCI
with a common field configured as a DAI command field,
and
the first ACK/NACK channel is dedicated to feed back
the ACK/NACK information when the first DCI is correctly
received.
[0119] Optionally, the method further comprises: de-
termining an assigned second ACK/NACK channel; and
the feeding back ACK/NACK information according to a
command field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback
and configured in a common field preset in the DCI com-
prises: feeding back, through the second ACK/NACK
channel, ACK/NACK information according to a com-
mand field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback and
configured in a common field preset in the DCI, when the
first DCI is not correctly received, wherein the second
ACK/NACK channel is dedicated to feed back the
ACK/NACK information when the first DCI is not correctly
received.
[0120] Optionally, the determining a first ACK/NACK
channel comprises: determining the first ACK/NACK
channel according to an implicit rule, or determining the
first ACK/NACK channel according to high-level signal-
ing; and/or the determining a second ACK/NACK channel
comprises: determining the second ACK/NACK channel
according to an implicit rule, or determining the second
ACK/NACK channel according to high-level signaling.
[0121] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a base station, including:

a configuring module, configured to configure a com-
mon field preset in downlink control information, DCI,
as at least one type of command field related to
ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of com-
mand fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, where
the common field can be configured as the at least
two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback; and
a sending module, configured to send the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds
back ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.

[0122] Optionally, the base station further includes a
setting module which is configured to set the common
field in the DCI.
[0123] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a downlink assignment index, DAI, command field and
an ACK resource indication, ARI, command field;

the configuring module comprises a first unit or a second
unit;
the first unit is configured to configure at least one com-
mon field in all common fields as the DAI command field
when the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information
is a bundling feedback mode; and
the second unit is configured to configure at least one
common field in all common fields as the ARI command
field when the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK infor-
mation is a multiplexing feedback mode.
[0124] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a transmission power control, TPC, command field
and an ACK resource indication, ARI, command field;
the configuring module comprises a third unit and a fourth
unit;
the third unit is configured to configure the common field
in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a system-
linked downlink component carrier as the TPC command
field; and
the fourth unit is configured to configure the common field
in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-system-
linked downlink component carrier as the ARI command
field.
[0125] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a TPC command field and a DAI command field;
the configuring module comprises a fifth unit and a sixth
unit;
the fifth unit is configured to configure the common field
in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a system-
linked downlink component carrier as the TPC command
field; and
the sixth unit is configured to configure the common field
in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-system-
linked downlink component carrier as the DAI command
field.
[0126] Optionally, the common field can be configured
as a TPC command field, a DAI command field, and an
ARI command field;
the configuring module comprises a seventh unit and an
eighth unit;
the seventh unit is adapted to configure the common field
in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a system-
linked downlink component carrier as the TPC command
field; and
the eighth unit is configured to configure the common
field in at least one piece of DCI transmitted by a non-
system-linked downlink component carrier as the DAI
command field when the feedback mode of the
ACK/NACK information is a bundling feedback mode; or
configured to configure the common field in at least one
piece of DCI transmitted by a non-system-linked down-
link component carrier as the ARI command field when
the feedback mode of the ACK/NACK information is a
multiplexing feedback mode.
[0127] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a base station, including:

a configuring module, configured to configure a com-
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mon field preset in downlink control information, DCI,
as at least one type of command field related to
ACK/NACK feedback of at least two types of com-
mand fields related to ACK/NACK feedback, where
the common field can be configured as the at least
two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback; and
a sending module, configured to send the DCI to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment feeds
back ACK/NACK information according to the DCI.

[0128] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a user equipment, including:

a receiving module, configured to receive downlink
control information, DCI, which is sent by a base sta-
tion and transmitted by a downlink component car-
rier; and
a feedback module, configured to feed back
ACK/NACK information according to a command
field which is related to ACK/NACK feedback and
configured in a common field preset in the DCI,
where the common field can be configured as at least
two types of command fields related to ACK/NACK
feedback. Those of ordinary skill in the art may un-
derstand that all or part of the steps in the foregoing
method embodiments may be implemented through
a program instructing relevant hardware. The pro-
gram may be stored in a computer readable storage
medium and when the program is run, the steps in
the foregoing method embodiments are performed.
The foregoing storage medium includes any medium
that may store program codes, such as an ROM, an
RAM, a magnetic disc, or a compact disc.

[0129] It may be understandable that the illustrations
in the accompanying drawings or the description in the
embodiments are schematic only and represent logic
structures, where modules displayed or described as
separate parts may be or may not be physically separat-
ed, parts displayed or described as modules may be or
may not be physical units, which means that they may
be located in one place or distributed in several network
entities.
[0130] Finally, it should be noted that, the foregoing
embodiments are merely used to describe instead of to
limit the technical solutions of the present invention; al-
though the present invention has been described in detail
with reference to the foregoing embodiments, those of
ordinary skill in the art should understand that: they may
still make modifications to the technical solutions de-
scribed in the foregoing embodiments or make equivalent
replacements to part of the technical characteristics of
the technical solutions; however, all these modifications
and replacements do not make the corresponding tech-
nical solutions depart from the scope of the technical so-
lutions in the embodiments of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for receiving Acknowledgement/Negative-
acknowledgement, ACK/NACK, information for car-
rier aggregation through an uplink component carrier
in a long term evolution advanced, LTE-A, system,
comprising:

configuring (51), by a base station, a common
field which is preset in one or more pieces of
Downlink Control Information, DCI, wherein the
common field is a transmission power control,
TPC, command field which has existed in a long
term evolution, LTE, system and is used in the
LTE-A system for the compatibility of the LTE-
A system with the LTE system;

wherein each of one or more pieces of DCI
includes scheduling information of a physi-
cal downlink shared channel, PDSCH, and
is transmitted through a physical downlink
control channel, PDCCH, corresponding to
the PDSCH, wherein the PDCCH is carried
on a downlink component carrier;
when the downlink component carrier is a
non-system-linked downlink component
carrier of the uplink component carrier, a
command field indicated by the common
field in at least one piece of the one or more
pieces of DCI is an ACK resource indication,
ARI, command field; and
when the downlink component carrier is a
system-linked downlink component carrier
of the uplink component carrier, a command
field indicated by the common field in at
least one piece of the one or more pieces
of DCI is a transmission power control, TPC,
command field;
wherein if an uplink ACK channel resource
implicitly mapped from a PDCCH is re-
served on one uplink component carrier for
a certain downlink component carrier, the
downlink component carrier is a system-
linked downlink component carrier of the
uplink component carrier;

sending (53), by the base station, the one or
more pieces of DCI through the downlink com-
ponent carrier to a user equipment; and
receiving, by the base station, ACK/NACK infor-
mation through the uplink component carrier
from the user equipment.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the
downlink component carrier is a non-system-linked
downlink component carrier of the uplink component
carrier, a command field indicated by the common
field in each of the one or more pieces of DCI is an
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ACK resource indication, ARI, command field.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein when
the downlink component carrier is a system-linked
downlink component carrier of the uplink component
carrier, a command field indicated by the common
field in each piece of the one or more pieces of DCI
transmitted on the system-linked downlink compo-
nent carrier is the TPC command field.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the system-linked downlink component car-
rier is a downlink primary component carrier.

5. A method for feeding back Acknowledgement/Neg-
ative-acknowledgement, ACK/NACK, information
for carrier aggregation through an uplink component
carrier in a long term evolution advanced, LTE-A,
system, comprising:

receiving, by a user equipment, one or more
pieces of downlink control information, DCI, car-
ried by one or more physical downlink control
channels, PDCCHs, and transmitted by a down-
link component carrier from a base station,
wherein each of the one or more pieces of DCI
includes a common field and scheduling infor-
mation for a physical downlink shared channel,
PDSCH, and is transmitted through a PDCCH
corresponding to the PDSCH, and the common
field is a TPC command field which has existed
in a long term evolution, LTE, system and is used
in the LTE-A system for the compatibility of the
LTE-A system with the LTE system;
determining, by the user equipment, that a com-
mand field indicated by the common field in at
least one piece of the one or more pieces of DCI
is an ACK resource indication, ARI, command
field when the downlink component carrier is a
non-system-linked downlink component carrier
of the uplink component carrier;
determining, by the user equipment, that a com-
mand field indicated by the common field in at
least one piece of the one or more pieces of DCI
is a transmission power control, TPC, command
field when the downlink component carrier is a
system-linked downlink component carrier of
the uplink component carrier; and
wherein if an uplink ACK channel resource im-
plicitly mapped from a PDCCH is reserved on
one uplink component carrier for a certain down-
link component carrier, the downlink component
carrier is a system-linked downlink component
carrier of the uplink component carrier;
feeding back, by the user equipment,
ACK/NACK information through the uplink com-
ponent carrier according to determined com-
mand field.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the deter-
mining the command field indicated by the common
field in at least one piece of the one or more pieces
of DCI is the ARI command comprises:
determining, by the user equipment, that the com-
mand field indicated by the common field in each of
the one or more piece of DCI transmitted on the non-
system-linked downlink component carrier is the ARI
command.

7. The method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the
determining the command field indicated by the com-
mon field in at least one piece of the one or more
pieces of DCI is a TPC command field comprises:
determining, by the user equipment, that the com-
mand field indicated by the common field in each of
the one or more pieces of DCI transmitted on the
system-linked downlink component carrier is the
TPC command.

8. The method according to any one of claims 5 to 7,
wherein the system-linked downlink component car-
rier is a downlink primary component carrier.

9. A computer program product comprising program
code means arranged to perform the steps of the
method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8 when
the program code means is run on a computer.

10. An apparatus, characterized by the apparatus be-
ing configured to carry out a method according to
any one of claims 1 to 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Empfangen von Bestätigungs-/nega-
tiven Bestätigungs-, ACK/NACK "Acknowledge-
ment/Negative-Acknowledgement", -Informationen
zur Trägeraggregation durch einen Aufwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententräger in einem "Long Term Evo-
lution Advanced"-, LTE-A-, -System, umfassend:

Konfigurieren (51), durch eine Basisstation, ei-
nes gemeinsamen Feldes, das in einem oder
mehreren Teilen von Abwärtsstrecken-Steue-
rungsinformationen, DCI, "Downlink Control In-
formation", voreingestellt ist, wobei das gemein-
same Feld ein Übertragungsleistungssteue-
rungs-, TPC-, "Transmission Power Control"-, -
Befehlsfeld ist, das in einem "Long Term Evolu-
tion"-, LTE-, -System vorgelegen hat und in dem
LTE-A-System für die Kompatibilität des LTE-
A-Systems mit dem LTE-System eingesetzt
wird;
wobei jeder der ein oder mehreren Teile von DCI
Planungsinformationen eines gemeinsam ge-
nutzten physikalischen Abwärtsstrecken-Ka-
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nals, PDSCH, "Physical Downlink Shared
Channel", aufweist und durch einen dem
PDSCH entsprechenden physikalischen Ab-
wärtsstrecken-Steuerungskanal, PDCCH,
"Physical Downlink Control Channel", übertra-
gen wird, wobei der PDCCH auf einem Abwärts-
strecken-Komponententräger geführt wird;
wenn der Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententrä-
ger ein nicht systemverbundener Abwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententräger des Aufwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententrägers ist, ein durch das ge-
meinsame Feld in mindestens einem Teil der
ein oder mehreren Teile von DCI angegebenes
Befehlsfeld ein "ACK Resource Indication"-,
ARI-, - Befehlsfeld ist; und
wenn der Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententrä-
ger ein systemverbundener Abwärtsstrecken-
Komponententräger des Aufwärtsstrecken-
Komponententrägers ist, ein durch das gemein-
same Feld in mindestens einem Teil der ein oder
mehreren Teile von DCI angegebenes Befehls-
feld ein Übertragungsleistungssteuerungs-,
TPC-, "Transmission Power Control"-, -Befehls-
feld ist;
wobei, falls eine Aufwärtsstrecken-ACK-Kanal-
ressource, die implizit von einem PDCCH abge-
bildet wird, auf einem Aufwärtsstrecken-Kom-
ponententräger für einen bestimmten Abwärts-
strecken-Komponententräger reserviert ist, der
Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger ein sys-
temverbundener Abwärtsstrecken-Komponen-
tenträger des Aufwärtsstrecken-Komponenten-
trägers ist;
Senden (53), durch die Basisstation, der ein
oder mehreren Teile von DCI durch den Ab-
wärtsstrecken-Komponententräger zu einer Be-
nutzereinrichtung; und
Empfangen, durch die Basisstation, von
ACK/NACK-Informationen von der Benutzer-
einrichtung durch den Aufwärtsstrecken-Kom-
ponententräger.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei, wenn der Ab-
wärtsstrecken-Komponententräger ein nicht sys-
temverbundener Abwärtsstrecken-Komponenten-
träger des Aufwärtsstrecken-Komponententrägers
ist, ein durch das gemeinsame Feld in jedem der ein
oder mehreren Teile von DCI angegebenes Befehls-
feld ein "ACK Resource Indication"-, ARI-, -Befehls-
feld ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei, wenn der
Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger ein system-
verbundener Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger
des Aufwärtsstrecken-Komponententrägers ist, ein
durch das gemeinsame Feld in jedem Teil der ein
oder mehreren Teile von DCI, die auf dem system-
verbundenen Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger

übertragen werden, angegebenes Befehlsfeld das
TPC-Befehlsfeld ist.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
der systemverbundene Abwärtsstrecken-Kompo-
nententräger ein primärer Abwärtsstrecken-Kompo-
nententräger ist.

5. Verfahren zum Rückführen von Bestätigungs-/nega-
tiven Bestätigungs-, ACK/NACK, -Informationen zur
Trägeraggregation durch einen Aufwärtsstrecken-
Komponententräger in einem "Long Term Evolution
Advanced"-, LTE-A-, -System, umfassend:

Empfangen, durch eine Benutzereinrichtung,
von einem oder mehreren Teilen von Abwärts-
strecken-Steuerungsinformationen, DCI, ge-
führt von einem oder mehreren physikalischen
Abwärtsstrecken-Steuerungskanälen, PD-
CCHs, die durch einen Abwärtsstrecken-Kom-
ponententräger von einer Basisstation übertra-
gen werden, wobei jeder der ein oder mehreren
Teile von DCI ein gemeinsames Feld und Pla-
nungsinformationen für einen gemeinsam ge-
nutzten physikalischen Abwärtsstrecken-Kanal,
PDSCH, aufweist und durch einen dem PDSCH
entsprechenden PDCCH übertragen wird, und
das gemeinsame Feld ein TPC-Befehlsfeld ist,
das in einem "Long Term Evolution"-, LTE-,
-System vorgelegen hat und das in dem LTE-A-
System für die Kompatibilität des LTE-A-Sys-
tems mit dem LTE-System verwendet wird;
Feststellen, durch die Benutzereinrichtung,
dass ein von dem gemeinsamen Feld in min-
destens einem Teil der ein oder mehreren Teile
von DCI angegebenes Befehlsfeld ein ACK-
Ressourcenanzeige-, ARI-, -Befehlsfeld ist,
wenn der Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententrä-
ger ein nicht systemverbundener Abwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententräger des Aufwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententrägers ist;
Feststellen, durch die Benutzereinrichtung,
dass ein von dem gemeinsamen Feld in min-
destens einem Teil der ein oder mehreren Teile
von DCI angegebenes Befehlsfeld ein Übertra-
gungsleistungssteuerungs-, "Transmission Po-
wer Control" TPC-, - Befehlsfeld ist, wenn der
Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger ein sys-
temverbundener Abwärtsstrecken-Komponen-
tenträger des Aufwärtsstrecken-Komponenten-
trägers ist; und
wobei, falls eine Aufwärtsstrecken-ACK-Kanal-
ressource, die implizit von einem PDCCH abge-
bildet wird, auf einem Aufwärtsstrecken-Kom-
ponententräger für einen bestimmten Abwärts-
strecken-Komponententräger reserviert ist, der
Abwärtsstrecken-Komponententräger ein sys-
temverbundener Abwärtsstrecken-Komponen-
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tenträger des Aufwärtsstrecken-Komponenten-
trägers ist;
Rückführen der ACK/NACK-Informationen
durch die Benutzereinrichtung über den Auf-
wärtsstrecken-Komponententräger gemäß
dem ermittelten Befehlsfeld.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Feststellen,
dass das durch das gemeinsame Feld in mindestens
einem Teil der ein oder mehreren Teile von DCI an-
gegebene Befehlsfeld der ARI-Befehl ist, umfasst:
Feststellen durch die Benutzereinrichtung, dass das
durch das gemeinsame Feld in jedem der ein oder
mehreren Teile von DCI angegebene Befehlsfeld,
das auf dem nicht systemverbundenen Abwärtsstre-
cken-Komponententräger übertragen wird, der ARI-
Befehl ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei das Fest-
stellen, dass das durch das gemeinsame Feld in min-
destens einem Teil der ein oder mehreren Teile von
DCI angegebene Befehlsfeld ein TPC-Befehlsfeld
ist, umfasst:
Feststellen durch die Benutzereinrichtung, dass das
durch das gemeinsame Feld in jedem der ein oder
mehreren Teile von DCI angegebene Befehlsfeld,
das auf dem systemverbundenen Abwärtsstrecken-
Komponententräger übertragen wird, der TPC-Be-
fehl ist.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei
der systemverbundene Abwärtsstrecken-Kompo-
nententräger ein primärer Abwärtsstrecken-Kompo-
nententräger ist.

9. Rechnerprogrammprodukt, umfassend Programm-
codemittel, eingerichtet zum Durchführen der Schrit-
te des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
8, wenn die Programmcodemittel auf einem Rechner
ausgeführt werden.

10. Vorrichtung, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die
Vorrichtung ausgelegt ist zum Durchführen eines
Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8.

Revendications

1. Procédé de réception d’informations d’accusé de ré-
ception/d’accusé de réception négatif, ACK/NACK,
pour l’agrégation de porteuses par l’intermédiaire
d’une porteuse composante de liaison montante
dans un système d’évolution à long terme avancée,
LTE-A, comprenant :

configurer (51), par une station de base, un
champ commun qui est prédéfini dans un ou plu-
sieurs éléments d’informations de commande

de liaison descendante, DCI, dans lequel le
champ commun est un champ de commande
de commande de puissance de transmission,
TPC, qui existait dans un système d’évolution à
long terme, LTE, et qui est utilisé dans le systè-
me LTE-A pour la compatibilité du système LTE-
A avec le système LTE ;
dans lequel chacun des un ou plusieurs élé-
ments de DCI comprend des informations de
programmation d’un canal partagé de liaison
descendante physique, PDSCH, et est transmis
par l’intermédiaire d’un canal de commande de
liaison descendante physique, PDCCH, corres-
pondant au PDSCH, dans lequel le PDCCH est
transporté sur une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante ;
lorsque la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante est une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante non liée au système de la
porteuse composante de liaison montante, un
champ de commande indiqué par le champ
commun dans au moins un élément des un ou
plusieurs éléments de DCI est un champ de
commande d’indication de ressource ACK,
ARI ; et
lorsque la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante est une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante liée au système de la por-
teuse composante de liaison montante, un
champ de commande indiqué par le champ
commun dans au moins un élément des un ou
plusieurs éléments de DCI est un champ de
commande de commande de puissance de
transmission, TPC ;
dans lequel, si une ressource de canal ACK de
liaison montante mappée implicitement à partir
d’un PDCCH est réservée sur une porteuse
composante de liaison montante pour une cer-
taine porteuse composante de liaison descen-
dante, la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante est une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante liée au système de la por-
teuse composante de liaison montante ;
envoyer (53), par la station de base, les un ou
plusieurs éléments de DCI par l’intermédiaire de
la porteuse composante de liaison descendante
à un équipement d’utilisateur ; et
recevoir, par la station de base, des informations
ACK/NACK par l’intermédiaire de la porteuse
composante de liaison montante à partir de
l’équipement d’utilisateur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel, lors-
que la porteuse composante de liaison descendante
est une porteuse composante de liaison descendan-
te non liée au système de la porteuse composante
de liaison montante, un champ de commande indi-
qué par le champ commun dans chacun des un ou
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plusieurs éléments de DCI est un champ de com-
mande d’indication de ressource ACK, ARI ;

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel,
lorsque la porteuse composante de liaison descen-
dante est une porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante liée au système de la porteuse composan-
te de liaison montante, un champ de commande in-
diqué par le champ commun dans chaque élément
des un ou plusieurs éléments de DCI transmis sur
la porteuse composante de liaison descendante liée
au système est un champ de commande TPC.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel la porteuse composante de liaison
descendante liée au système est une porteuse com-
posante primaire de liaison descendante.

5. Procédé pour renvoyer des informations d’accusé
de réception/d’accusé de réception négatif,
ACK/NACK, pour l’agrégation de porteuses par l’in-
termédiaire d’une porteuse composante de liaison
montante dans un système d’évolution à long terme
avancée, LTE-A, comprenant :

recevoir, par un équipement d’utilisateur, un ou
plusieurs éléments d’informations de comman-
de de liaison descendante, DCI, transportés par
un ou plusieurs canaux de commande de liaison
descendante physiques, PDCCH, et transmis
par une porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante à partir d’une station de base, dans
lequel chacun des un ou plusieurs éléments de
DCI comprend un champ commun et des infor-
mations de programmation pour un canal par-
tagé de liaison descendante physique, PDSCH,
et est transmis par l’intermédiaire d’un PDCCH
correspondant au PDSCH, et le champ commun
est un champ de commande TPC qui existait
dans un système d’évolution à long terme, LTE,
et qui est utilisé dans le système LTE-A pour la
compatibilité du système LTE-A avec le systè-
me LTE ;
déterminer, par l’équipement d’utilisateur, qu’un
champ de commande indiqué par le champ
commun dans au moins un élément des un ou
plusieurs éléments de DCI est un champ de
commande d’indication de ressource ACK, ARI,
lorsque la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante est une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante non liée au système de la
porteuse composante de liaison montante ;
déterminer, par l’équipement d’utilisateur, qu’un
champ de commande indiqué par le champ
commun dans au moins un élément des un ou
plusieurs éléments de DCI est un champ de
commande de commande de puissance de
transmission, TPC, lorsque la porteuse compo-

sante de liaison descendante est une porteuse
composante de liaison descendante liée au sys-
tème de la porteuse composante de liaison
montante ; et
dans lequel, si une ressource de canal ACK de
liaison montante mappée implicitement à partir
d’un PDCCH est réservée sur une porteuse
composante de liaison montante pour une cer-
taine porteuse composante de liaison descen-
dante, la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante est une porteuse composante de
liaison descendante liée au système de la por-
teuse composante de liaison montante ;
renvoyer, par l’équipement d’utilisateur, des in-
formations ACK/NACK par l’intermédiaire de la
porteuse composante de liaison montante en
fonction du champ de commande déterminé.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la dé-
termination du fait que le champ de commande in-
diqué par le champ commun dans au moins un élé-
ment des un ou plusieurs éléments de DCI est la
commande ARI comprend :
déterminer, par l’équipement d’utilisateur, que le
champ de commande indiqué par le champ commun
dans chacun des un ou plusieurs éléments de DCI
transmis sur la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante non liée au système est la commande ARI

7. Procédé selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans lequel
la détermination du fait que le champ de commande
indiqué par le champ commun dans au moins un
élément des un ou plusieurs éléments de DCI est un
champ de commande TPC comprend :
déterminer, par l’équipement d’utilisateur, que le
champ de commande indiqué par le champ commun
dans chacun des un ou plusieurs éléments de DCI
transmis sur la porteuse composante de liaison des-
cendante liée au système est la commande TPC.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
5 à 7, dans lequel la porteuse composante de liaison
descendante liée au système est une porteuse com-
posante primaire de liaison descendante.

9. Produit de programme d’ordinateur comprenant un
moyen de code de programme conçu pour effectuer
les étapes du procédé tel que revendiqué dans l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, lorsque le
moyen de code de programme est exécuté sur un
ordinateur.

10. Appareil, caractérisé par le fait que l’appareil est
configuré pour exécuter un procédé selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 8.
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